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SUCCESS STORY: 
BLOOBER PARTNERS WITH NEW COMPLIANCE QA 
TEAM IN KATOWICE FOR SUBMISSION PASS SUCCESS

CLOSE COLLABORATION RESULTS IN BESPOKE AND FOCUSED TEST PLAN

For almost 13 years, independent video games developer 
Bloober Team has created sophisticated, character-driven titles 
with unique worlds, designed for the most demanding of players.

As it continues to innovate with IPs that push the boundaries for 
scenery, gameplay mechanics and unique stories, Bloober now 
partners with Keywords Functionality QA in Katowice to help 
ensure optimal and immersive end-user experience. 

The Challenge 
Keywords began providing functionality quality assurance (FQA) 
services from its studio in Katowice, Poland, in July 2019. Since 
then, the operation has grown to 350+ testers and has acquired 
a number of leading international game developers as client 
partners.

OVERVIEW 
Client

Bloober Team

Location

Poland

Business Challenge

Due to the success of FQA in 
Katowice, existing clients were keen 
to have Compliance QA run on their 
titles in the same location. A new 
CQA department was required.

Keywords’ Solution

Keywords Katowice worked closely 
with the Keywords Montreal on 
knowledge transfer and department 
creation.

The Results

The swift service delivery for 
CQA resulted in Bloober Team’s 
Xbox Series X and Xbox Series 
S exclusive, ‘The Medium’, 
successfully passing compliance 
submission.

Increasingly, a number of these developers were seeking a 
compliance QA (CQA) solution from the same location/time zone 
as their FQA service and were looking to Keywords to deliver.

In order to meet the requirements, the team in Katowice was 
tasked with constructing and training a functioning CQA team that 
was able to handle the projects and satisfy its partners’ service 
requirements. Bloober, in particular, sought a solution whereby any 
in-game issues were identified and fixed, all while working to a strict 
deadline. 
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The Solution: A three-tier approach
The primary focus of Keywords’ solution was to set up a functioning CQA team and department. The Katowice 
management team set about working with its established sister studio in Montreal to initiate a CQA knowledge 
transfer between both locations.

The second focus was departmental transfer. The Katowice studio already possessed incredible talent and 
therefore an accomplished team was readily available.

The only potential challenge was extracting key staff from their current partnership ties without causing any 
interruption to service or quality. This was achieved by planning for and staggering the growth of the CQA 
department to allow for seamless staff reallocation.

The third focus was on continuity of testing quality. The solution was simple and elegant: the CQA team in 
Katowice worked closely with existing client partner, Bloober Team on a collaboration approach to successfully 
complete their first CQA pass.

Our Approach: Improved integration for increased success
From the outset, communication and partnership collaboration between both parties was strong. The Keywords 
CQA team constructed bespoke and focused testing criteria based on the technical summary file provided by 
Bloober.

Keywords made robust checks between consoles and testing the stability of each model in order to reach the 
Microsoft quality requirements. 

By having CQA and FQA managed from a central location, the flow of information between the two teams was 
instantaneous, ensuring cohesive results and, most importantly, speeding up turnaround times. As a result, 
when the CQA team entered bugs, the Bloober devs and QA team were able to focus on and address any issues 
almost instantly
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ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS

Keywords Studios is a leading technical and creative services provider for global video games and beyond. 
With locations in Asia, Australia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a breadth and depth in 
multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality QA, Localization, 
Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms, in more than 50 different languages, 
Keywords Studios delivers support for its clients across the globe.

Are you ready to achieve your QA goals with Keywords Studios? 
Contact us now or enter your details on our website to get a proposal.

The Results
By utilising Keywords’ skills and scale, Bloober Team was able to avoid rushing through the CQA process.

As a result of strong collaboration, Keywords was able to identify what was needed on both sides, onboard 
valuable CQA experience and, most importantly, Bloober Team’s Xbox Series X and Xbox Series S exclusive, 
‘The Medium’, successfully passed compliance submission.

• New Compliance QA team was created in 12 weeks

• A full Tech Department was built with project management and support staff

• Keywords Katowice CQA is growing from strength and adopting new projects and clients regularly

• Bespoke criteria and test plans have been written for all clients 

Grow your business with proven, cost-efficient QA solutions from Keywords Studios
Keywords Functionality QA has the global network of studios and breadth of testing services and experience to 
meet your project requirements. We continue to expand internationally to better support our clients and, as and 
end-to-end partner, we can provide cost efficiencies while delivering multiple world-class solutions.
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